Abstract. Given an undirected graph with weights associated with its edges, the degreeconstrained minimum spanning tree problem consists in nding a minimum spanning tree of the given graph, subject to constraints on node degrees. We propose a variable neighborhood search heuristic for the degree-constrained minimum spanning tree problem, based on a dynamic neighborhood model and using a variable neighborhood descent iterative improvement algorithm for local search. Computational experiments illustrating the e ectiveness of the approach on benchmark problems are reported.
e cient approximate algorithms to nd an optimum DCMST. Zhou and Gen 17, 18] developed a genetic algorithm that uses the Pr ufer number as a tree encoding. Craig, Krishnamoorthy, and Palaniswami 3] and Krishnamoorthy, Ernst, and Sharaiha 11] proposed several heuristics including simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, and problem space search, as well as an enumeration-based exact solution approach.
We propose a Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) heuristic for the DCMST problem, using a Variable Neighborhood Descent (VND) strategy for local search. The VNS heuristic and the associated dynamic neighborhood model are presented in details in the next section. In Section 3 we describe the hierarchy of neighborhood structures used at each local search phase. Local search within each VNS iteration is performed by a VND iterative improvement algorithm presented in Section 4. Computational results are reported in Section 5. Concluding remarks are presented in the last section. with A E and jAj = jV j?1, we denote its cost by w(T) = P e2A w(e). Let N (k) vns (T ) be the set of all feasible trees T 0 which have at least jV j ? 1 ? k edges in common with T (i.e., there are at most k edges which appear either in T or in T 0 , but not in the other). Sequence N (1) vns ; : : : ; N (k max ) vns , with k max jV j ? 1, de nes a neighborhood structure for the DCMST problem, so that solutions in higher order neighborhoods of the same solution T are increasingly di erent from T.
VNS successively explores increasing order neighborhoods in the search for improving solutions. A current solution T and a neighborhood order k are associated with each VNS iteration. Each iteration has two main steps. In the rst step, a neighbor solution T 0 is randomly generated within neighborhood N (k) vns of solution T. Next, local search is applied to T 0 . If the new solution T found by local search improves the current solution, the algorithm resumes the search from this solution using the rst neighborhood. Otherwise, the algorithm resumes from T using a higher order neighborhood. The algorithm stops after performing seqs times the exploration of the complete sequence N (1) vns (T ); : : : ; N k max vns (T ) of neighborhoods, without nding any improving solution. Figure 2 .1 gives the algorithmic desciption of the procedure which implements the VNS metaheuristic for the DCMST problem.
Initial solutions are randomly constructed. We start with a forest formed by all isolated nodes. At each iteration, an edge is randomly selected. If its extremities are in di erent connected components of the solution under construction and if its insertion does not violate any of the two associated degree constraints, then this edge is inserted into the tree; otherwise it is discarded. Assuming that G is a complete graph and that b i 2; 8i 2 V , then the algorithm always stops and nds a spanning tree of G.
Neighbor solutions T 0 within N (k) vns (T ) are generated as follows. First, k edges of the current solution T = (V; A) are randomly eliminated from A, breaking T into k connected components. A new tree T 0 is rebuilt by the insertion of k randomly selected edges, so as to put together the connected components and satisfy the degree constraints. For each edge, checking whether it links two di erent connected components procedure VNS DCMST Let T 0 be an initial solution. 3. Neighborhood Structure for Local Search. Local search methods are based on the investigation of the solution space, by successively exploring the neighborhood of a current solution and criteriously moving to one of its neighbors whenever an improving move is found. Variable neighborhood methods for local search are based on exploring neighborhood changes. The search focus into small neighborhoods whenever possible, moving to higher order neighborhoods only when no further improvement is possible within the one under investigation.
As before, let T = (V; A) be a spanning tree of graph G satisfying all degree constraints, with A E and jAj = jV j ? 1. The edges not in T are divided into three sets E 0 : edges whose both extremities are not saturated, E 1 : edges with exactly one extremity saturated, and E 2 : edges whose both extremities are saturated, with E = A E 0 E 1 E 2 . An edge-exchange operation is de ned by a pair (u; v) of edges, with u 2 A and v 2 EnA, such that the resulting graph T 0 = (V; (A fvg)nfug) is still a spanning tree of G. We describe below three neighborhood relations N (1) vnd , N (2) vnd , and N (3) vnd for the DCMST problem, based respectively on the application of one, two, or three edge-exchange operations.
Neighborhood N (1) vnd is de ned by all edge-exchange operations (u; v) which preserve feasibility. If edge v 2 E 0 , then the edge u to be removed is that with the maximum weight among those in the cycle induced by the insertion of v into T. If v 2 E 1 , then necessarily u is the edge in this cycle which is adjacent to the saturated extremity of v in T. The number of moves in N (1) vnd is O(jE 0 j + jE 1 j). In case v 2 E 1 , each move value w v ? w u may be evaluated in time proportional to the degree of the saturated extremity of v. In case v 2 E 0 , the maximum weight edge has to be determined, which can be done in time linear in the number of edges in the cycle.
Moves in neighborhood N (2) vnd are de ned by a sequence of two edge-exchange operations (u 1 ; v 1 ) and (u 2 ; v 2 ). The rst exchange operation leads to a tree with exactly one vertex violating the degree constraints, while the second one restores feasibility. If edge v 1 2 E 1 , then the edge u 1 to be removed is that with the maximum weight among those in the cycle induced by the insertion of v 1 into T. If v 1 2 E 2 , then u 1 is the maximum weight edge among the two in the cycle which are adjacent to the extremities of v 1 (since both are saturated in T). LetT be the (infeasible) tree obtained after the rst edge-exchange operation and let p be its unique vertex violating the degree constraints. The second exchange operation restores feasibility, by (i) removing an edge u 2 adjacent to p and (ii) inserting an edge v 2 2 E 0 E 1 connecting the two components created inT , respecting the degree constraints. All pairs (v 2 ; u 2 ) are considered as candidate moves. The number of moves in N (2) vnd is O((jE 1 j + jE 2 j) (jE 0 j + jE 1 j)). In this neighborhood, the value of a move is given by the di erence w v 1 + w v 2 ? w u 1 ? w u 2 between the weights of inserted and removed edges. The complexity of the rst exchange operation is de ned by the determination in linear time of the edge to be removed from the cycle. The second exchange operation requires a depth-rst search traversal of graph G. In consequence, the complexity of each move evaluation is O(jV j + jEj). Finally, moves in neighborhood N (3) vnd are de ned by a sequence of three steps associated with edge-exchange operations (u 1 ; v 1 ), (u 2 ; v 2 ), and (u 3 ; v 3 ). The rst edge-exchange operation leads to a solution violating exactly two degree constraints. The second operation restablishes the feasibility of one of these constraints, while the last one leads to a feasible solution satisfying all degree constraints. In this case, v 1 2 E 2 and u 1 is the largest weight edge in the cycle induced in T by the insertion of v 1 . LetT be the (infeasible) tree obtained after the rst edge-exchange operation and let p and q be the two vertices whose degree constraints are violated.
As for the previous neighborhood, the second edge-exchange operation restablishes the feasibility of one of these two vertices, by removing an edge u 2 adjacent to p inT and inserting a new edge v 2 2 E 0 E 1 connecting the two components created inT . Finally, the last edge-exchange operation restores feasibility by removing an edge u 3 adjacent to q in the current tree and inserting an edge v 3 2 E 0 E 1 connecting the two components created in this tree. Neighborhood N (3) vnd has O(jE 2 j jE 0 E 1 j 2 ) possible moves. However, in our implementation only O(jE 2 j jE 0 E 1 j) moves are e ectively evaluated, since the third operation is evaluated exclusively for one selected pair involved in the chosen second operation. As for neighborhood N (2) vnd , the value of a move is given by the di erence w v 1 + w v 2 + w v 3 ? w u 1 ? w u 2 ? w u 3 between the weights of inserted and removed edges. The complexity of the rst exchange operation is de ned by the determination in linear time of the edge to be removed from the cycle. The two remaining exchange operations require each a depth-rst search traversal of graph G. In consequence, the complexity of each move evaluation within this neighborhood is O(jV j + jEj).
We use the data structures proposed in 2, 8, 9] to speedup the computation of move values. To conclude this section, we note that this neighborhood hierarchy presents an increasing number of moves, although they are pairwise disjoint. Moves in the rst neighborhood are faster to be evaluated than those in the two other neighborhoods. 4 . VND Local Search. Let N (1) vnd , N (2) vnd , and N (3) vnd be neighborhood structures for the DCMST problem, as de ned in the previous section. Dynamic neighborhood methods for local search are based on exploring neighborhood changes, determined by speci c events occured during the search. We investigate an iterative improvement procedure based on variable neighborhoods, which essentially is a variant of the Variable Neighborhood Descent (VND) metaheuristic proposed by Hansen and Mladenovi c 12, 10].
The VND local search strategy performs an iterative improvement procedure starting from the neighbor solution T 0 being explored by procedure VNS DCMST presented in Section 2, using the rst neighborhood N (1) vnd . Whenever a local optimum is found, the current neighborhood is changed. In case an improving move is found, the algorithm continues the search exploring again the rst neighborhood. The algorithm stops when a local optimum is found within the last neighborhood. The rst set of test problems we considered in our computational experiments are ve instances labelled ZG described by Zhou and Gen 17, 18]. They are associated with complete graphs with 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 vertices. Edge weights are randomly generated with a uniform distribution within 10; 100]. All maximum degrees are equal to three.
Krishnamoorthy, Ernst, and Sharaiha 11] conducted a computational study of heuristics for the DCMST problem on four di erent sets of randomly generated problems: CRD, SYM, STR, and SHRD. CRD and SYM are randomly generated Euclidean problems in complete graphs with up to 100 vertices, with node degrees in the constrained spanning tree bounded by three. For both CRD and SYM problem classes, ten instances have been generated for each graph size. According with Krishnamoorthy, Ernst, and Sharaiha 11], problem classes STR and SHRD have been generated with the purpose of characterizing more di cult instances. In series STR, nodes are distributed in clusters within Euclidean spaces of given dimension. The space dimension varies from 3 to 7. For each value of jV j = 30, 50, and 70, the maximum degree ranges from 4 to 5. For jV j = 100, the maximum degree ranges from 3 to 5. Two instances have been generated for each combination of maximum degree and space dimension, in a total of 45 pairs of instances in this class. The 24 non-euclidean problems in class SHRD are such that there are two instances for each value of jV j = 15, 20, 25, and 30, and maximum degrees equal to 3, 4, and 5.
Tables 5.1-5.3 summarize the results obtained for the 24 instances of the more di cult series SHRD. For each parameter setting or algorithmic strategy, each table reports the average relative error (with respect to the best solution found along this study), the number of instances for which the best solution was found, and the average computation time in seconds. In the rst two tables we study the in uence of the two parameters characterizing the implementation of algorithm VNS DCMST: the stopping criterion, de ned by the number seqs of times the highest order neighborhood is explored without nding an improving solution, and the number k max of edges removed to generate a solution in the highest order neighborhood N (k max ) vns . In Table 5 .1, we set parameter seqs = 1 and report run statistics for k max equal to 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 100% of the number jV j ? 1 of edges in any feasible solution. Since no signi cant improvement in solution quality is found for k max larger than 40% of the number of edges jV j ? 1, we set k max = d0:4 (jV j ? 1)e and report in Table 5 .2 overall results obtained for the same instances with parameter seqs equal to 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Again, as no signi cant improvement in solution quality is found by investigating the full neigborhood sequence more than once, parameter seqs is set to one. Five algorithmic strategies are evaluated and their results compared in Table 5 .3: random construction of the initial solution (Start); local search applied to the initial solution using exclusively the rst neighborhood N (1) vnd (LS); VND iterative improvement for local search applied only to the initial solution and using the three neigh-borhoods (VND); and the complete VNS DCMST algorithm with parameters k max = d0:4 (jV j ? 1)e and seqs = 1, using procedure VND DCMST for local search (VNS). This table shows that the VND iterative improvement algorithm signi cantly improved the solutions obtained by a simple local search strategy exclusively based on the rst neighborhood N (1) vnd , reducing the average relative error from 4.79% to 0.27% with a very small increase in computation time. VNS leads to still better results, nding best solutions for 23 out of the 24 instances of series SHRD. We now compare the results obtained by the VNS heuristic using VND for local search with other approaches in the literature. We rst compare algorithm VNS DCMST with the genetic algorithm of Zhou and Gen 17, 18], using their same ve test problems. Comparative results are presented in Table 5 .4, in which we report problem characteristics (instance identi cation, number of nodes, and maximum degree limit value), a lower bound given by the weight of the minimum spanning tree, and the solution values found by each algorithm (together with the relative deviation from the above lower bound). We also give computation times in seconds for VNS, which obtains much better solutions for four out of the ve test problems in this set. For the remaining instance, both algorithms found the same solution. Computation times for the genetic algorithm were not available. Krishnamoorthy, Ernst, and Sharaiha 11] proposed three di erent heuristic approaches for the DCMST problem: another genetic algorithm (GA-F), problem space search (PSS), and simulated annealing. They conducted a computational study on a 200 MHz DEC Alpha processor, using four di erent sets of randomly generated problems: CRD, SYM, STR, and SHRD. The next phase of our computational experiments addresses the comparison of our VNS approach with the best results in 11].
For instances CRD and SYM, the problem space search (PSS) heuristic lead to the best results in 11]. Average relative deviations from the optimum value and average computation times in seconds over the 10 instances within each series and for each problem size are reported in Table 5 .5. VNS always obtained better solutions (i.e., smaller average deviations from the optimum value) than PSS in smaller computation times. For 69 out of the 70 instances in these classes we found the exact optimal solutions. For the remaining instance, algorithm VNS DCMST found a solution only three units out of the optimal value (1371 instead of 1368). We now address the evaluation of results obtained for test problems SHRD, generated with the purpose of characterizing more di cult instances 11]. For each problem in this series, we report in the rst four columns of Table 5 .6 the name of the corresponding le, the number of vertices, the maximum value associated with the degree constraints, and the best known solution found so far. The solution found by the complete VNS heuristic and the associated computation time in seconds are reported in the two last columns. These results show that algorithm VNS DCMST was quite effective and improved the best known solutions for 20 out of the 24 instances. For the remaining four problems, VNS found same quality solutions. VNS lead to an average improvement of 1.02% with respect to the best known solutions for the 24 instances in this class. Computation times are quite small.
Finally, we report computational results for STR problems. For this series, the genetic algorithm GA-F lead to the best results in 11]. Each row of Table 5 .7 reports average results for a pair of instances in this series with the same characteristics, as reported in 11] to allow for a fair comparison. The rst three columns give their number of vertices, maximum value associated with the degree constraints, and space dimension. The following average results for each pair of instances are reported for both the genetic algorithm GA-F and our VNS heuristic: the average relative gap with respect to the optimal solution (best known solutions for instances marked with the symbol`*') and the average computation time in seconds. Optimal or currently best known solutions have been provided by Ernst and Krishnamoorthy 4] . This class seems to be that for which VNS obtained more signi cant improvements with respect to previous heuristics. VNS found optimal or best known solutions for all instances in this class. It improved the average best solution values found by the GA-F for 35 out of the 45 pairs of instances. Moreover, for three instances among them (marked with the symbol`x') VNS found solutions even better than the best known solutions reported by Ernst and Krishnamoorthy 4] . Once again, computation times are quite small and signi cantly better than those observed with the genetic algorithm.
6. Concluding Remarks. We presented a VNS heuristic for the DCMST problem. Local search is peformed by a VND iterative improvement algorithm. Computational results obtained for some benchmark problems have shown that the VNS heuristic is quite e ective, nding better results than other heuristics within very small computation times. We summarize the results obtained for the benchmark instances in series STR and SHRD from 11]. VNS found optimal or best known solutions for all problems in series STR, improving the best known solutions for instances in 35 out of the 45 pairs of instances in this series. VNS also found better solutions than those currently known for 20 out of the 24 instances in the most di cult class SHRD of test problems. We have also established the superiority of the VND local search strategy with respect to a single neighborhood approach.
Some extensions of this approach are currently under development, including improved initial solution construction procedures and hybridization of the VND iterative improvement algorithm within the local search phase of a GRASP 5] for the DCMST problem. The VNS/VND approach is also being extended to the solution of the capacitated minimum spanning tree problem. 
